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An enhanced ~,¢ beam would be useful for experiments that have been proposed to investigate the time evolution of a ue beam or 
to test the universality of ue and J,~, interactions. We have performed detailed calculations to maximize the flux of electron neutrinos 
through a detector while minimizing the more copious muon neutrinos produced at 30 GeV proton accelerators. The ~'e beam is 
formed from the semi-leptonic decay modes of the neutral kaon. Muon neutrinos generated by decays of charged pions and kaons are 
suppressed by a dipole sweeping magnet. The ~,e/p~, ratio is enhanced from its usual value of - 1/1000 to a value of - 1/2, albeit at 
a low flux. We find with this design a typical flux of 1.5 × 107 ue / /m  2 S. We find that a high magnetic field ( >_ 40 kG) is essential to 
achieve this i,¢/J,~ enhancement. Although the use of collimators and/or  plugs inside the magnet reduces the ~,~, flux, the ~,¢ flux is 
also diminished so that there is little beneficial effect on the p~/v~, ratio. Magnetic focusing horns and quadrupole beams do not 
enhance the ~'e/~'~, ratio. The accuracy of the energy dependence of the calculation, as well as the absolute normalization of the fluxes, 
is determined by a subsidiary calculation of the J,~, yield from the magnetic horn focused beam at Brookhaven National Laboratory. 
This calculation is the first to our knowledge to agree well with the ~,~, yield as measured in the BNL seven foot bubble chamber. 
1. Introduction 
Currently there is a good deal of interest in the 
possibility of neutrino oscillations and non-zero neu- 
trino masses. This interest stems from the crucial role 
the neutrino plays in theories which unify the strong 
and electroweak interactions. Several experiments [1] 
have studied the time evolution of an accelerator v~, 
beam with reasonably high sensitivity. Because of low p~ 
production however (typically one pc for every 1000 v~), 
only a few experiments have obtained information re- 
garding the time evolution of a ~e beam. This lack of 
information on accelerator ~e's is unfortunate since the 
only published indications of possible oscillations and 
non-zero neutrino mass occur in the electron neutrino 
sector. The Savannah River and Bugey reactor experi- 
ments have reported the possible disappearance of ~e's 
as detected downstream from the reactor source [2]. The 
C H A R M  collaboration beam dump experiment at the 
C E R N  SPS reports an anomalous prompt  pe : pv ratio of 
1 : 2  as opposed to the 1 : 1  ratio expected from the 
decay of charmed parents [3]. One interpretation of this 
discrepancy [4] is that the electron neutrinos oscillate 
into other sectors while travelling from the source to the 
detectors. The ITEP group has improved their analysis 
of the end point energy in tritium beta decay and claims 
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that recent results continue to support a v e mass greater 
than 20 eV [5]. Finally, the apparent deficiency of the 
solar ue's as seen in the Homestake Gold Mine experi- 
ment experiment could be interpreted as a result of 
neutrino oscillations [6]. 
Phenomenologically, neutrino oscillations are char- 
acterized in terms of the evolution in proper time of a 
massive neutrino. In convenient units this is L i p  where 
L is the neutrino flight path and p is the neutrino 
momentum. Typically, reactor experiments have ex- 
plored the region of L / p  around 10 m / 5  MeV = 2 
k m / G e V ,  while the C E R N  SPS experiments have looked 
at the region around 900 m / 2 5  GeV = 0.04 k m / G e V  
[7]. These regions in L / p  correspond to possible mass 
differences between neutrino eigenstates of 1 and 50 eV 
respectively. In examining these regions, however, both 
-eactor and accelerator based experiments have been 
hampered by systematic problems. For  the reactors, 
problems center around the scarcity of u~'s and the 
knowledge of the energy dependence of the neutrino 
flux; for the beam dump experiments, problems involve 
the unknown production mechanism of the v~'s and the 
low pe/u~ ratio. 
Thus it appears that a neutrino oscillation experi- 
ment  capable of exploring a large range of L / p  and 
optimized to search for oscillatory behavior of the Pe 
sector is desirable. Certainly, the experiment should 
cover the region of phase space delineated by the recent 
indications of possible effects ( L / p =  10 -2 to 1 
k m / G e V ) ,  and be sensitive to oscillation effects at the 
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5% level or better, the level expected if neutrino mixing 
angles are comparable to quark mixing angles between 
the first two generations. To date there have been no 
copious accelerator v, sources available for such a study, 
and certainly no v e sources with low contamination of 
It/u ~ S. 
For a ~,~ source, the 30 GeV proton accelerators have 
clear advantages over alternative neutrino sources [8]. 
Since they accelerate the highest flux of protons above 
kaon production threshold [9], the 30 GeV proton mac- 
hines have the potential for producing the largest num- 
ber of u~'s. Furthermore, the neutrino energy range 
(0.5-4 GeV) and accessible detector distances (40 m-1.5 
km) naturally yield the desired L / p  range. Although 
high fluxes of low energy ~,e's from muon decay are 
available at pion factories, they are limited in several 
ways. The 53 MeV maximum neutrino energy places an 
upper limit on the sensitivity to neutrino mass dif- 
ferences for typical detector distances. A lower limit at 
LAMPF comes from the 6% duty cycle which leads to 
an unavoidable cosmic ray background at large flight 
paths (where the event rate is necessarily low). Further- 
more, the ue's from muons decaying at rest are produced 
isotropically. Thus one lacks the intensification gained 
by the Lorentz focusing inherent in neutrino beams 
produced by decay in flight. Going to higher energies at 
Fermilab or the SPS at CERN turns out not to be 
advantageous. Neutrinos produced at these facilities are 
too high in energy to achieve adequate sensitivity to 
small neutrino mass differences. In addition, neutrino 
production processes above charm threshold are not 
well understood thus preventing unambiguous interpre- 
tations of deviations from nominal neutrino event rates. 
The most favorable conditions for production of a ~'e 
beam to be used for oscillation studies therefore appear 
to be at the 30 GeV proton accelerators, the Brookha- 
ven AGS or the CERN PS. Such studies have been 
suggested [10,11]. To determine the feasibility of the 
proposed experiments, an understanding of the 1,¢ flux, 
both in energy dependence and in absolute magnitude, 
is needed as a function of distance from the production 
region. In addition, suppression of ~,~ production must 
be optimized and the remaining ~,~ background 
evaluated. To address these issues, we have performed a 
detailed computer simulation, incorporating all known 
aspects of the production and propagation of a neutrino 
beam. 
We first outline the structure of the simulation. We 
then test it by comparing our generated ~,~, spectrum 
with an experimentally determined one. We conclude 
with an explicit example of a possible design for a ~,~ 
beam at BNL, the prediction of the u¢ energy spectrum, 
and an evaluation of the accompanying ~,~, background. 
2. General description of the v~ beam 
The salient characteristics of possible v¢ beams at 
BNL and at CERN are quite similar. For concreteness, 
we pursue the parameters of the suggestions initially 
made by the authors [10]. Fig. 1 shows the first 100 m of 
the beamline. Incoming 28 GeV protons from the AGS 
strike a pencil target producing a secondary beam com- 
posed primarily of pions and kaons. A list of the 
simulated secondary particles, along with their decay 
products and branching ratios, is given in table 1. Other 
particles and decay modes are assumed to be insignifi- 
cant. After production, most charged particles are swept 
out of the beam by the strong dipole sweeping magnet 
surrounding the target. The remaining particles are then 
allowed to decay while they travel downstream to the 
iron muon shield. The shield is assumed to absorb 
everything but the neutrinos. They pass into the detec- 
tor and are counted. The neutrino detector consists of 
several massive water Cherenkov modules judiciously 
spaced along the neutrino beam line. Fig. 1 shows the 
location of the first detector module 90 m from the 
target. Further detector modules are located at 250, 500 
and 1500 m from the target. For the purposes of this 
study we will determine the neutrino flux into a detector 
of three meters in diameter placed directly behind the 
iron shield. 
The electron neutrino beam is generated primarily 
from the semi-leptonic decays of K°'s.  In principle, one 
would also like to use K + semi-leptonic decays, but 
there appears to be no way to suppress the dominant 
background of ~,~,'s from ~r + decay without also sup- 
pressing the ve's from K ÷ decay. The major source of 
background in the detector is due to v~, events which 
masquerade as ve events. To cut down the number of 
~ ' s  entering the detector and thus increase the signal to 
noise ratio, a magnet is used to sweep out the charged 
pions and kaons that give rise to the majority of p~'s. 
The residual v~'s which arrive at the detector result from 
secondaries that decay before being sufficiently bent out 
of the beam and from the products of K°L and A ° decay. 
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Table 1 
Decay products and branching ratios 
Secondary Decay mode Branching ratio 
~r + vM~ + 1.00 
Ir - ~/~ 1.00 
K + vt,# + 0.64 
~r+~r ° 0.21 
~r+ ~'+~r - 0.056 
K - ~,#- 0.64 
~r-~r ° 0.21 
~r+w-~r - 0.056 
K~ ~'%r- 0.69 
K O ~'+e- ~ e 0.19 
~--e+ ve 0.19 
~'+#- ~t, 0.14 
~r-# + p~ 0.14 
¢r+~r-~r ° 0.12 
#+ e+ ~,~,e 0.19 
#-  e vt,~ ¢ 0.99 
A ° p~r- 0.64 
3. Details of the v e and v~ flux simulation 
The simulation was written in F O R T R A N  for use on 
a DEC VAX-780 computer.  The significant parameters  
used in the simulation are listed in tables 2 and 3. 
Described below are the important  features of the simu- 
lation. 
The incident proton beam is modeled as a normally 
incident,  radially symmetric Gaussian distribution with 
a spatial o r = 1.4 mm, and a Gaussian angular distribu- 
tion with o 0 = 2.5 mrad [12]. The beam is exponentially 
absorbed in the target. The interaction vertex is ran- 
domly picked according to these constraints. Typically, 
20% of the incident protons  do not interact with the 
target and are ignored by the program. The target is 
assumed to be beryllium, with an absorption length of 
36.7 cm. Beryllium is chosen because it produces the 
highest kaon yield per target interaction [13]. Subse- 
quent  interactions of each proton with the target are 
ignored. 
Secondary pions and kaons resulting from p - B e  
collisions are generated by using the production spectra 
measured by Eichten et al. at CERN [13]. To obtain an 
analytic expression for the production spectra, a mod-  
ified version of the 1967 Sanfo rd -Wang  parametriza- 
tion is used as an interpolating tool [14]: 
( ' )  d~U ( # / S r G e V / O  = C , e  ~ 1 - E 
d I2d e san ford-Wang 
×exp[-C3PC4pC, C 6 0 ( P - C T P i  c°sCs0)]"  
where: P = momentum of secondary particle, 
0 = the production angle of the secondary, 
Pi = momentum of incident proton, and 
C 1 - C 8 = fitting coefficients listed in table 4. 
This parametrization is modified so that the results 
match the experimental  data of Eichten et al. at 24 
G e V / c .  The modification for the ~r + , I t - ,  and K + 
Table 2 
Parameters of BNL v~, beam line with focusing horn 
Proton momentum 27.8 GeV/c 
Target: 
length 52.5 cm 
radius 0.3175 cm 
material sapphire (A1203) a) 
density 3.987 g/era 3 
Focusing device: BNL neutrino horn 
current 270 kA 
Decay tunnel: 
length 53.9 m 
radius 70 cm (first 10 m) 
1.5 m (remaining length) 
Iron shield: 
length 31.7 m 
Detector: 
radius 56.4 cm 
center 9.77 m after iron shield 
a) Sapphire target is modeled as beryllium since the Eichten 
data shows little difference between AI and Be. 
Table 3 
Parameters of BNL ~'e enriched beam line 
Proton momentum 28 GeV/c 
Target: 
length 75 cm 
radius 0.25 cm 
material Be 
density 1.848 g/cm 3 
Magnet: BNL 18 D 72 dipole 
length 72" 
gap 6" × 19" 
field 22 kG 
Decay tunnel: 
length 60 m 
radius 2 m 
Iron shield: 
length 30 m 
Model detector: 
radius 1.5 m 
location following iron shield 
fiducial mass (H 2 O) 1 kt 
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Table 4 
Coefficients for modified Sanford-Wang parametrization 
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S e c o n d a r y  C 1 C 2 C3 C 4 C5 C6 C7 68 
~+ 1.092 0.6458 4.046 1.625 1.656 5.029 0.1722 82.65 
9 -  0.821 0.5271 3.956 1.731 1.617 4.735 0.1984 88.75 
K ÷ 0.059 0.6916 3.744 4.520 4.190 4.928 0.1922 50.28 
secondaries is 
d2N d 2 N  ] 
d f 2 d P  d ~ d P  ]S~nfo~a-W~.g 
× r ( v ) 0 . o  + cp)[1 + A ( o -  Oo) + B ( o -  
where the coefficients A, B and  C are given in table 5, 
and  the funct ion F(P)  is given in table  6. Al though  the 
modif ied  produc t ion  spectra fit the Eichten data  well, 
we fix the fit at 00 = 17 mrad,  the average acceptance of 
a typical detector.  The  K -  p roduc t ion  spectra are de- 
rived from the K ÷ spectra by the following empirical  
fit: 
d2N . +. F ( P )  
d ~ (  K ) ~ , 
d2N . _ for P < 4 G e V / c ,  
d ~ 2 d p (  K ) =  d2N F ( P )  
( K + )  [2.7 + 0 . 1 3 4 ( P  - 4.0)2] ' 
for P > 4 G e V / c .  
Figs. 2 and  3 compare  generated ~r + and  K ÷ spectra 
against  Eichten 's  da ta  for secondary m o m e n t a  of 5 and  
8 G e V / c  and  for p roduc t ion  angles f rom 0 to 100 mrad.  
Table 5 
Coefficients for modified Sanford-Wang parametrization 
Secondary A B C 
~+ - 1 . 0 x l 0  -3 1 . 0 × 1 0  - 6  0.45 
rr - - 5 . 0 X  10 - 3  1.5×10 5 0.0 
K + 2.0×10 -4 -2 .3X10  -6 4.0 
Table 6 
Coefficients for modified Sanford-Wang parametrization 
Secondary F( p ) 
¢r + 0.1424p 2 e -°as°gp p > 4 GeV/c  
0.5985p p < 4 GeV/c  
• r -  0.4443p e -0"0713p p > 4 GeV/c  
0.7044p p < 4 GeV/c  
K ÷ 1.273 p > 4 GeV/c  
0.0155p e -0"0713p p < 4 GeV/c  
K -  0.2355p p < 4 GeV/c  
--~ Tf + 
10-1 
~ l g  o ' io ' io ' ~o ' do ' ~ o ' ~ o '  
e (mrad) 
Fig. 2. Angular production spectra comparison for ~r + at 5 
GeV/c  and at 8 GeV/c. Solid line is interpolated spectrum 
described in text while points with error bars are data of 
Eichten et al. 
Compar i sons  at other  momen ta  and  for ~r and  K -  
secondaries show similar good agreement  to the Eichten 
data.  The bulk  of the detected neut r ino  signal comes 
from these regions in the spectra. Note  tha t  the para-  
meter izat ion gives results which do not  diverge at  low 
m o m e n t a  and  at zero angle where no  da ta  exists. To 
ob ta in  the K°e spectra, isospin invariance is invoked and  
the average of the K + and  K -  spectra is taken at the 
desired m o m e n t u m  and  angle. For  each m o m e n t u m  and  
polar  angle generated,  a r a n d o m  azimuthal  angle is 
chosen.  
Secondaries produced in the target are propagated  
through the target in 1 cm increments.  At  each step the 
part icle suffers d E / d x  ionizat ion loss and  bending  in 
the magnet ic  field. Since the typical mult iple Cou lomb 
scat ter ing angle is much  less than the product ion  angle, 
it is ignored. Secondaries tha t  are found to have been 
scattered inelastically are assumed to be  completely 
removed from the system, along with any tertiary par-  
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Fig. 3. Angular production spectra comparison for K ~ at 3 
GeV/c  and at 8 GeV/c. 
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v e flux from K°L decays, since the majority of the ve's 
that arrive at the detector come from K ° ' s  that travel 
the entire length of the target at low production angles 
( <  30 mrad). 
In addition to the target, we consider absorption of 
particles in the magnet system, the decay tunnel and the 
iron shield. Because the magnetic field region depends 
on the experimental configuration, a discussion of ab- 
sorption by each configuration is presented below. Ab- 
sorption at the decay tunnel walls is assumed to be 
total, i.e. the particle and all potential products of the 
absorptive interaction are removed from consideration. 
Likewise, all particles other than neutrinos are totally 
absorbed by the iron shield. 
All decays are assumed to be isotropic in the center 
of mass except for the semi-leptonic neutral kaon de- 
cays and the ~ ~ vTee decay. The kaon decays are 
calculated according to the distributions given by the 
V - A  theory and observed Dalitz plot data [15]. The 
production of the two neutrinos from muon decay as- 
sumes a V - A  interaction. 
4. Comparison of simulation with existing vp spectra 
To check the simulation described above, we test its 
predictions against known data. In particular, to de- 
termine the absolute normalization of the flux generated 
by the simulation, the parameters of the program were 
modified to simulate the muon neutrino data taken by 
Murtagh et al., in the Brookhaven seven foot bubble 
chamber [16]. The physical parameters of this beam line 
are given in table 2 [17]. The focusing system of the 
Brookhaven neutrino beam line is a double magnetic 
horn. It is a set of concentric conductors that focus 
charged pions and kaons, and hence increase the p~,(~,) 
flux. The complex structure of the conductors is mod- 
eled as a set of cylinders and cones enclosing a magnetic 
field falling off as 1/r .  Because of the shape of the horn, 
an analytic solution for particle trajectories is not  at- 
tempted. Instead, the particles are stepped through the 
system in small increments. 
Fig. 4 shows the transfer curves for 5 and 7 GeV 
~r + 's created on axis approximately halfway down the 
length of the target. The cusps in the figures are the 
result of discontinuities in the magnet geometry. To 
obtain these curves, the particles are propagated through 
the horn in 1 mm steps. However, this procedure re- 
quires a large amount  of computing time. A coarser grid 
is used to generate many events: the particle is moved in 
steps of 1 cm for a radial distance less than 6 cm, 5 cm 
for a radial distance less than 18 cm, and 10 cm other- 
wise. In this procedure, the field inhomogeneity across a 
single step is always less than 15% and the transmission 
curves are in good agreement with fig. 4. As can be seen 
6o t 
4O 
| 7GeV , 
7 ~.,," so~v,  
(D / . . . . .  
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8,N (mracl) 
Fig. 4. Transfer curves for BNL horn magnet system. Curves 
are for 5 and 7 GeV/c ¢r + 's created 25 cm into the target. 
from this figure, the magnet system is excellent at 
focusing particles up to 100 mrad, depending on the 
momentum. Fig. 5 shows the trajectories of 5 GeV ~r + 's 
created at several positions and production angles in the 
target. As an example, a ~r + created 25 cm into the 
target with an angle of 50 mrad is almost perfectly 
focused at the end of 2 m. In fact, all ~r + 's created with 
an angle less than 137 mrad are focused into the 34 
mrad acceptance of the decay tunnel. With the magnetic 
horn set to focus positively charged particles and de- 
focus negative ones, the typical focusing factor for ~r's is 
23.9 and the typical defocusing factor is 5.0. These 
factors are calculated for those neutrinos that make it 
into a 1.1 m diameter detector located 90 m downstream 
from the target, a reasonable representation of the BNL 
seven foot chamber. 
Absorption of particles by the horn system is taken 
into account as the particles are transported through the 
magnets. The inner and outer conductors of each horn 
are taken to be 1 / 8  inch thick aluminum and the first 
horn has a 7 / 8  inch thick aluminum end plate. Absorp- 
tion is assumed to be total. In addition, the target is 
cooled by a water jacket between it and the inner 
8 (d)  
7 ' 
(c)  
5 . " / (b) 
o ; / ,  . . . . .  
0 40 80 120 160 200 
7 (cm) 
Fig. 5. Trajectories of a 5 GeV ~r + through the first BNL horn 
magnet. (a) 0 = 50 mrad created at z = 25 cm. (b) 0 = 25 mrad, 
z = 2 5  cm.(c) O=40 mrad, z - 0 c m . ( d )  O=75 mrad, z = 2 5  
c m .  
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conductor of the first horn segment. The effects of 
absorption by this water are not included in the simu- 
lation. Similarly, absorption by additional flanges, bolts, 
etc. are ignored. 
Fig. 6 displays the muon neutrino flux through the 
BNL seven foot chamber for neutrinos from ~r + and 
K ÷ secondaries as calculated by the simulation. Error 
bars in this figure and in the following ones are statisti- 
cal only. The sum of these fluxes is normalized with the 
observed v~ flux in fig. 7. The observed flux is obtained 
by identifying quasi-elastic neutrino events in the fidu- 
cial volume of the bubble chamber and assuming that 
the neutrino flux is uniform across the diameter of the 
chamber. Also displayed in this figure is the flux as 
calculated by Tso [18]. Absolute neutrino flux calcula- 
tions have traditionally been up to an order of magni- 
tude higher than observed fluxes due to the inability to 
account for targeting efficiency, beam monitoring etc. 
The results of our simulation are a factor of 3.6 higher 
than the BNL data. This normalization factor is in- 
cluded in all subsequent calculations. The simulation 
shape and the BNL data agree well in all regions, with 
excellent agreement from 0.5 to 2.0 GeV. Our calcula- 
tions fit the data well at high energy, where the Tso 
spectrum is a factor of two too high. Note that the 
contributions to the v~, flux from the decay of K ° 
secondaries and from the decay of tertiary muons are 
negligible. 
There are other predictions of the BNL muon neu- 
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Fig. 7. Plot of BNL u~, fluxes. 
trino flux [19]. Such predictions either peak at a higher 
energy than does the data, have a larger flux at higher 
energy, or have both problems. To our knowledge, the 
simulation of this paper is the best fit to date of the 
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Fig. 6. Unnormalized components of the simulated v~, BNL 
beam. Error bars in this and all subsequent figures are statis- 
tical only. 
5. D e s i g n  of  an  enr iched  v e b e a m  
The main goal of the v e beam design is to minimize 
the number of v~'s entering the detector by sweeping 
charged pions and kaons out of the beam before they 
decay. In this way, the ve/v ~ ratio can be increased by 
about two orders of magnitude over a configuration 
without a sweeping magnet. The final design parameters 
are listed in table 3. The length of the target is adjusted 
to maximize ve's from kaon decay at the first proposed 
detector position. The entire target is placed inside a 
magnetic field to sweep as many charged secondaries 
out of the beam as possible. 
We modeled a 18 D 72 dipole magnet with a field 
strength of 22 kG [20]. Because of the large amount of 
iron surrounding the gap of the magnet (at least one 
absorption length in every direction) absorption of sec- 
ondaries by the magnet is assumed to be total. 
Because collimation of secondary beams had been 
used in previous neutral particle experiments, collima- 
tion was attempted in this design. However, as figs. 2 
and 3 show, pions are generally produced with less 
transverse momentum that kaons. Collimation stops 
more kaons than pions, decreasing the v J v ,  ratio. 
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In another attempt at increasing the ~,~/~,~ ratio by 
selectively absorbing pions over kaons, a tungsten plug 107 
was inserted directly after the target. This also de- 
creased the ratio. Only the kaons produced very for- 
wardly yield neutrinos at the detector. The plug in the 
magnet then stopped these kaons before they decayed. 
Few pions were stopped since the large majority of 
them had already been swept out of the plug's path by c~ 106 
the magnetic field. 
The detector modeled consists of several modules of 
Cherenkov ring-imaging water calorimeters [10]. Each 
module of the detector consists of a fiducial volume of 1 
kt of water viewed by photomultiplier tubes. The first 
~ 5 detector is located after the 30 m muon shield at a ~:~I0 
distance approximately 90 m downstream from the 
target. 
The production angle for pions (kaons) which decay 
into neutrinos above 1 GeV in energy at the detector is 
40 (100) mrad. By comparison, the angular acceptance 
of the exit aperture of the dipole magnet from the center 1040 
of the target is 105 mrad, and that of the midpoint  of 
the decay tunnel from the center of the target is 35 
mrad. 
The predicted neutrino spectra for this configuration 
are shown in figs. 8 and 9. Fig. 8 gives the ~,~ component  
of the flux through the detector from K°3 decays, while 
fig. 9 gives a breakdown of the different ~,~, contributions 
according to parent secondary. Although the flux from 
pion decay has been suppressed by the sweeping mag- 
net, it still remains the largest source of ~,~ contamina- 
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Fig. 8. Plot of predicted ~¢ flux obtained using the physical 
parameters of table 3 and normalised to data of Murtagh et al. 
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Fig. 9. Plot of predicted ~,~, flux obtained using parameters of 
table 3 and broken down into contributing components. 
v~'s from A ° decay to be less than 5% of that from pion 
and kaon decay. Integrating the curves in figs. 8 and 9, 
we obtain a ~ / ~  ratio of 1/13.4. One can take ad- 
vantage of the ~e spectrum peak at - 1 GeV and the 
rapidly falling v~ spectrum. An energy cut at E,  > 1 
GeV improves the ~e/v~ ratio to 1/11.6, while maintain- 
ing 90% of the v~ flux. Cutting at an energy of 1.5 GeV 
gives only a marginal increase to 1/11.3 decreasing the 
v e flux to 80% of its original value. The fluxes obtained 
with these energy cuts and the net ue/u, ratios are listed 
in table 7. Making the 1 GeV energy cut yields a flux of 
2.6 × 1014 v~'s through the closest 3 m detector for 
8.4 x 1019 protons on target, a four month run. 
Changing the field strength in the sweeping magnet 
and the length of the magnet strongly affects the ~,¢/~,~ 
ratio. This effect is shown in table 7. Doubling the field 
Table 7 
u¢ fluxes and ~,e/~,~, ratios for the enriched ~'e beam 
Magnetic field Energy cut Pe flux a) i,~/~,~, ratio 
( # / m  2 S) 
22 kG, 72 in. none 3.86 X 10 6 1/13.4 
> 1 GeV 3.47 Z 10 6 1/11.6 
> 1.5 GeV 3.09 × 10 6 1/11.3 
44 kG, 72 in. > 1 GeV 3.47 × 10 6 1/2.3 
22 kG, 144 in. > 1 GeV 2.88 X 10 6 1/5.1 
44 kG, 144 in. >1 GeV 2 . 8 8 X  106 1/2.0 
") Flux calculated in a 20 mrad detector at 90 m from the 
decay point. 
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strength from 22 to 44 kG increases the vJv~ ratio to 
1 /2 .3  for a neutrino energy above 1 GeV. Doubling the 
magnet length from six feet to twelve feet gives a rely ~ 
ratio of 1/5.1. The v e flux is reduced to 83% of the flux 
with a six foot magnet due to the smaller effective 
aperture of the longer magnet. By doubling both the 
magnet  field strength and length we obtain a v¢/v~, ratio 
of 1 /2 .0  for neutrinos above 1 GeV in energy. 
6. Discussion and conclusions 
Given the design parameters in table 3 for a ~'e beam 
line, this design predicts 2.6 x 1014 u~'s through a 3 m 
detector in four months, corresponding to a ~,~ flux of 
3.5 x 106 ue/m2s. Recent results from proton decay 
experiments with detectors similar to the one proposed 
here indicate a typical p~, : ~,~ rejection ratio of 20 : 1 [21]. 
Adopt ing this rejection ratio as a guideline, the design 
parameters in table 3 predict a neutrino interaction 
signal to background of - 2 : 1  in the detector. Rea- 
sonable event rates follow for a sufficiently large detec- 
tor. The rates are significantly improved by the pro- 
posed increase in the BNL AGS proton yield from 
2 X 1013 protons per pulse to 1 x 1014 protons per pulse 
[22]. With a marked increase in the primary proton yield 
we can also consider a longer and higher strength mag- 
netic field while maintaining an acceptable event rate. 
Given a 44 kG sweeping manget twelve feet long, and 
five times the proton flux from the AGS, we calculate 
1.1 x 1015 ve's through the first detector module in four 
months. This rate corresponds to a u~ flux of 1.5 x 107 
ue/m2s with a ue to ~,~, ratio of 10 : 1 and a neutrino event 
rate of 700/d .  
In conclusion, this study has shown that an experi- 
ment dedicated to the study of the time evolution of an 
electron neutrino beam is feasible using existing tech- 
nology at a 30 GeV proton machine. Good  agreement 
has been obtained between this simulation and the p~ 
spectra measured in the Brookhaven neutrino beam line. 
This agreement is, to our knowledge, a unique result. 
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